





























































(Photo by New York State DOT)
Kingston, NY Rotary
Converted to Roundabout






















































































Source 1:  Limpert, Rudolph. Motor Vehicle Accident Reconstruction and Cause Analysis. Fourth Edition. 
Charlottesville, VA. The Michie Company, 1994, p. 663.
Source 2:  Vehicle Speeds and the Incidence of Fatal Pedestrian Collisions, Austrailian Federal Office of 
Road Safety, Report CR 146, October 1994, by McLean AJ,Anderson RW, Farmer MJB, Lee 
BH, Brooks CG.








































Center Island Sign Center Island Sign
Carmel Standard Approach Signage












































141st & Towne Road
8
136th Street & Illinois Street
60‐Day Closure











Illinois Street & 131st Street
Illinois Street & 131st Street
Partial Access




Old Meridian Street & Guilford Road Old Meridian Street & Grand Boulevard
Partial Access
Partial Access





















































“Roundabouts should be lit to a level that is 1.3 to 2 times 
the value used on the best lit approach.  Uniformity should 
be 3:1 or better.  The illuminance method should be 
used.”[1]
[1] “ROADWAY LIGHTING DESIGN GUIDE”, AASHTO, October 2005, page 41.
IESNA Guidance
Recommended Illuminance for the Intersection 













[1] American National Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting, ANSI/IESNA RP-8-00, by the Illumination Engineering 






























































































































*For Single Lane, Urban Route
































































) HCM Formula - Upperbound
HCM Formula - Lowerbound
FHWA - Urban and Rural
FHWA - Urban Compact
NCHRP Synthesis 264





























































HCM  Formula -
Upperbound
HCM  Formula -
Lowerbound
FHWA - Urban and Rural
FHWA - Urban Compact
NCHRP Synthesis 264








































































































































Entry Flow Rate and Inner Circle Time Headway vs. 
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10 Second Opposing Flow  Rate Data Point
Capacity Boundary
Time Headw ay
Time Headway in Inner Circle that is 
Minimum Acceptable Gap for Entry 
Flow
Volume in Inner Circle at Which Time Headway 
Begins to Allow Only One Vehicle Enter and Follow-
Up is Inhibited.
Study Results
Entry Flow Rate and Inner Circle Time Headway vs. 
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Entry Lane Flow Rate, ve = 1800 - {vi2/(3600/tc)} - {(hmin/tc) x vi} 
Where:
tc = Critical Time Gap For Entry Into Inner Circle from Entry Lane
vi= Conflicting Flow Rate In Quadrant of Roundabout Inner Circle
hmin= Miminum Headway for Maximum Flow in Inner Circle






































































































































































































































































































































































































































Desired Path of Vehicles Entry Path Overlap
Speed & Trajectory of vehicle at 
yield point determines natural path
Striping and proper geometric design is crucial to achieve proper lane use!
Multi‐Lane Geometric Layout Unacceptable Vehicle/Path Overlap
No Vehicle Path Overlap
Step 6
• Create tangents 
on two‐lane 
approaches to 
prevent entry 
path overlap.
Multi‐Lane Geometric Layout
Step 7
• Trim and review 
geometrics
Multi‐Lane Geometric Layout Questions?
• Capacity Study in Indiana
• Capacity Calculation Options
• Use of Simulation for Roundabout Evaluation
• Roundabout Design
